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Dr. DaviD rahimi
ON Facial Distortion: the fault of patients
who nag their doctors to do more and more,
or doctors who don't know when it's time
to stop?
“i think the problem is twofold. the philosophy of many doctors is that if a little is good,
a lot is better. so, they start by using a little
filler and Botox, and the patient comes back
and is not fully happy. so, they decide to do
just two more of the same, instead of stopping and taking the time to analyze his or
her face to see what really needs to be done.
fillers fill. lasers laser. Chemical peels peel.
surgical and nonsurgical lifts-lift the skin.
it may sound simplistic, but i think many
practitioners fail to pay attention to this
concept. each of these modalities does a
diﬀerent thing and, you cannot substitute a
filler where a laser or botox is needed. i think
not to generalize, but many doctors don't
really spend a lot of time planning a strategy.
and, they don't look at that very important
photo of a patient from 10-15 years ago to see
how that patient used to look. the process
gets rushed, and in the end they create something that tends to look unrecognizable.”

THE “NO CUTTING SURGERY” FACELIFT
NO SURGERY • O NE TREATMENT • O NE WEEK DOWN TIME

STOrY suzanne takowsky-ferre PhOTOS Barbra Porter and nogen Beck
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after months of anticipation, Hollywood red Carpet awards season brought down
the curtain on the “Best-of-the-Best” with the all the glitz, controversy, disappointment,
intrigue and elation that only the oscars can generate. People always ask me what i do
on oscar night. attend the awards show? go to one of the fabulous parties? no. e
only thing i want to do is be home next to my television with a couple of friends,
and selection of food to eat. from the moment the oscars begin until the 3-4-11-hours
it takes for the show to end, we sit and oogle celebrities head-to-toe. sure, we are
memorized by the line-up of designer couture. no doubt we want the scoop on the
jewelry, handbags, and hair. But what we really want to see are their faces and bodies.
awards season brings us face-to-face with the unthinkable: Hollywood stars are “people”
and, the aging process doesn’t stop just because they make movies. yet, we sit shocked
when a celebrity looks omg — older!!!
Celebrities go through changes over the years, and we take the ride with them, watching and reading about their lives. it’s almost as if they’re our “friends” only they don’t
know it. awards season is a high school reunion that draws us in and feeds our appetite
to see first hand how our “friends” are holding up. How they look? What’s different?
did they gain weight? How come they’re so skinny? are wrinkles on their faces? is that
sagging skin under their chin? What about blubber under that tux, or drooping boobs
under the gown? Have they had plastic surgery? is it good? What went wrong? or —
what the Hell do they do that keeps them looking ageless year after year? and, every
celebrity (man or woman) whether they admit it or not, does something from a facial to
a full-face reboot. making movies looks exciting, but for celebrities, it’s how they make
money. from youth to death, it’s about keeping up appearances because how a celebrity
looks is critical to his/her ongoing success. appearance is so important, that if you listen
carefully, you’ll hear the wrenching bellows of talented actresses/actors who because of
their age, number of wrinkles and sags on their faces, or plastic surgery procedures
gone wrong — are out of a job. forever!
in the entertainment business, getting “older” is never a good thing, but looking “old”
is the kiss of death. Who am i kidding? looking “old” is not just undesirable in Hollywood, it’s undesirable in every neighborhood in los angeles. at doesn’t mean we don’t
want to keep adding candles to the cake... the other option is even more unappealing.
What it means, however, is that we can lie about the number of candles on our cake,
or be sneaky hiding blubber under our clothes, but we can’t hide from looking like a
road map if wrinkles and sags have taken over our faces. the aging process is a clock
that ticks away sounding louder each year alerting us — and everybody else — to the
fact that age is taking its toll.
How do some people look ageless for years? simple: they turn to “beauty experts”
who use every trick in the anti-aging book to keep them flawless, or damn near. People
who get older, but continue to look “ageless” do not engage in fly-by-night risky plastic
surgery, or hasty fad-of-the-month dermatology fixes that can ruin their faces. they
avoid the “frozen look” from too much Botox, or “pulled so tight” they can’t smile, or
“stuﬀed” with so much dermal filler their face resembles a pumpkin. for regular folks
who succumb to the brutality of botched plastic/cosmetic surgery procedures, they
have to face the world each day feeling miserable about their appearance. Celebrities,
however, lose their careers, vanish from film, and avoid public life. ere is no way to
stop the aging process, and only two ways to turn back the clock: non-invasive/nonsurgery procedure/treatment, or nip/tuck plastic surgery. Because there are only two
options, and with so much facial deformity caused by procedure gone wrong, people
such as this month’s cover, 67-year old Barbara Klein, look for least risky, but eﬀective
methods to rejuvenate their skin and restore a more youthful look. e key to successful cosmetic rejuvenation makeovers such as the one that overturned Barbara’s longstanding feeling about “looking unattractive and old” was finding a qualified beauty
expert who not only had the patience and knowledge to speak extensively with her about
her goals, but had the hands-on experience to know exactly what he needed to do to
accomplish them. is profile/interview invites you to meet Barbara, and the doctor
who changed her life: Beverly Hills-based Certified Cosmetic surgeon/dermatologist
dr. david rahimi. His innovative, technically brilliant, non-surgical facelift — one
treatment, little downtime (1-2 post-treatment days of redness; 1-2 days of slight pinkness; 2-4 days of slight puﬃness ) introduces a highly-anticipated, and greatly needed
dimension that is capable of counteracting the aging process. and, a first for me — i
was with Barbara (we saw each other about every other day for four weeks) as she has
transitioned from what you see on the cover, to how she looks today. fabulous.
during the first week of february (this year) i got an oﬃce-generated email from
forever young, a well-known dermatology/cosmetic surgery medical practice based in
Beverly Hills with extended oﬃces in los angeles and Westlake village. e founder,
dr. rahimi, is a prominent skincare/anti-aging doctor, who is not only a client of mine
for years, but i’ve been to him along with several people i know for dermal filler. e
email contained a shocking before/after photo of a woman’s face; half of her face was
how she looked the day she went to his oﬃce to have his exciting new, cutting-edge, nonsurgical facelift; the other half of her face was what she looked like four days after she
had the procedure. it’s true. Barbara gave dr. rahimi the “oK” to do his non-surgical
facelift on half of her face, wait two weeks and, do the other half of her face. if the
concept is hard to imagine just think how Barbara felt looking at herself in a mirror!

“agiNg OF The SkiN haPPeNS ON maNY levelS
Over YearS aS SkiN lOSeS elaSTiciTY, brOwN SPOTS
DevelOP, FiNe liNeS/DeeP wriNkleS FrOm SuN Damage,
aND FaT vOlume reDucTiON iN The cheek area, aS
graviTY PullS DOwN ON cONNecTive TiSSueS. cheek
bONeS aND Our chiN reSOrbS, aND The mOuTh aND
liPS Fall TakiNg ON a DOwNwarD aPPearaNce.
i waNTeD TO ShOw whaT caN be accOmPliSheD
wiThOuT “cuTTiNg SurgerY ” aND, barbara waS
agreeable TO DO iT. Over The PaST 17-YearS, i've
SeeN ThOuSaNDS OF beFOre/aFTer PhOTOS, aND The
queSTiON mY cOlleagueS aND i aSk OurSelveS iS:
are TheSe acTual PhOTOS Or are TheY PhOTO
ShOPPeD; iS The lighTiNg DiFFereNT; whaT’S beeN
DONe ThaT makeS The PerSON lOOk beTTer aND...
are The reSulTS real?

i waNTeD The ulTimaTe
beFOre aND aFTer PhOTO OF ONe PerSON’S Face
halF DONe aND halF NOT DONe, SO There wOulD
be NO miSTakiNg The PrOceSS Or The reSulT.”
— Dr. DaviD rahimi
continued page 38
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BEFORE

Publishing a magazine for almost 20-years, i get tons of plastic/
cosmetic/dermatology before/after photos from doctors all over the
city and beyond, But i’ve never received a photo of a face half done.
nobody in my oﬃce could stop looking, talking or trying to figure
out the photo. i picked up the phone and called dr. rahimi. We
hadn’t spoken for a while, but after the normal “hi-how-are-you”
pleasantries my inquest began. is it a real photo? Has it been photo
shopped? Who’s the woman? Why is only half of her face done? Why
would she let you do half of her face? What treatment did you do?
Where is she? Can i have her phone number so i can call her, and
get the inside scoop? my conversation with dr. rahimi took place
four days after Barbara had the first procedure. i called Barbara and
invited her to my home for coﬀee the next day. i didn’t know what to
expect when i opened the door, but there was Barbara standing with
the exact face that appears on my front cover: half done/half not done.
ST: women tend to be hard on themselves, especially as we age.
when we look in a mirror it’s what we don’t like, that catches
our eye, and makes us feel insecure about how we look.
bk: i was teased and bullied throughout my school years starting
when i was 6-years old. i was always the tallest kid in my classes,
and skinny (Barbara is 5’9”). i had buck teeth, freckles, red hair and
my nose was shaped like a bird beak. not a pretty picture to me,
or to others, as they made fun of me because of it. i still remember
some boys taunting me and calling me Howdy doody, Jolly green
giant and ugly skank. i went home crying and to tell my loving and
understanding mother. she would say, “you are beautiful to me.” a
lovely sentiment, but she was my mother, and supposed to love me
unconditionally. in my mind, and throughout my elementary school
years, i was never accepted for who i was as a person, but shunned
for how i looked. in junior high i had two permanent teeth pulled
to make room to correct my protruding bite with braces. a new
name-calling and bullying followed. i was taunted with names like
Bucky Beaver, wire mouth and robot girl. When i got to high school,
i was ignored and treated like i didn’t exist. i had a flat chest until i
was 17, and not invited to any of the social clubs limited to popular
girls. it wasn’t until i developed rather large breasts, that some boys
and girls began to notice me and become somewhat friendly. at’s
when i realized how important appearance is to people. no matter
the goodness one caries inside, we’re judged by how we look. it was
only after i went to college that i began to realize that both are important. But that didn’t change the devastating memories i carried
during my youth, feeling i was never good enough as i watched my
younger sister dating at 14, while i stayed home lonely and feeling
like the ugly duckling. all these things made it diﬃcult to feel good
about myself. i never liked what i saw in a mirror. e older i got…
the worse it became as the aging process took its toll.

During
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ST: what made you decide to do one half of barbara’s face
rather than the entire face at the same time?
Dr: i have to start back at my post-graduate education after my
fellowship in newport Beach in 1999. in my fellowship i learned to
do aggressive surgical procedures including eyelid surgery, facelift
and browlift, also the new and evolving field of laser surgery, and
non-invasive surgeries. in the back of my mind, when i’m doing a
patient consultation, i consider options for a surgical treatment, or
non-surgical/minimally invasive treatment. some patients are impatient and want one drastic treatment that lasts 10 or 15 years. for
them surgery that needs downtime is the option they are willing
to go through. most patients don't have time in their busy lives to
stay home for three or four weeks and don't want cutting surgery,
they want a treatment that gives them the best result with almost no
downtime. over the years i perfected, and trademarked a concept i
refer to as, Quadrafecta. e idea is simple and basic. if i take four
diﬀerent modalities such as laser resurfacing of face and neck, lifting
with ultrasound or radiofrequency, then fillers, Botox, combine them
for one treatment, i get incredible results without cutting skin. is
reduces complications because “cutting” carries a higher risk of infection, nerve damage and unsightly scars. after working on the concept
for years using parts in my practice, the timing was right and Barbara
agreed to do this living-face-art-project. i consider cosmetic treatment as “art” and, it’s important for me to show what cosmetic surgery can do in terms of sculpting, rejuvenating and restoring a more
youthful appearance to the face without the need to “cut” skin.

ST: Did it cross your mind that the end result might be one face with two
slightly diﬀerent looks?
Dr: i think that’s one of the challenges that made me want to do this project.
as you can see in Barbara's before pictures, her face is very asymmetrical. a
skilled surgeon needs to have a lot of confidence, and trust in his or her abilities
to do such a project. doing only half of her face… i made certain the existing
other half of her face that needed to be done, would come out even. lasers are
very precise tools, and if used correctly you can do incredible things with them.
over the past 17-years, i've performed more than 1,000 laser and light source,
and other cosmetic procedures. i felt confident i could do one side, then go back
two weeks later and restore the symmetry. i'm delighted i was able to achieve my
cosmetic goals, and fulfill Barbara’s dream. But this was part of the challenge.
is treatment done in this way, is something that has not been done before. i
wanted to show that it’s possible to achieve, and i wanted to be the first to do it.
ST: what made you decide to seek out an anti-aging treatment program?
had you been thinking about it for a long time?
bk: dr. rahimi and his medical partner have been my dermatologists for more
than 30-years. i totally trust them. deciding to have dr. rahimi do a non-surgical facelift was not about me trying to regain my beautiful youthful face,
because in my mind i’ve never had a beautiful face at any age. But when dr.
rahimi suggested his non-surgical facelift, i thought… if i can, with dr. rahimi’s
help, do something that makes me feel better about myself, why not give it a try
so i can feel better about the aging process, instead of just bitter about it? i had
the non-surgical facelift a little over a month ago, and no matter where i go, i
hear how beautiful i am. is is new for me. it’s made the world of diﬀerence to
me at 67-years of age. (Barbara turned 67 the week before dr. rahimi did the
remaining half of her face. Because she missed going out on her birthday, i took
her, and a couple of my staﬀ members out for a birthday lunch to la scala four
days after her final treatment. although she was still a tiny bit pinkish, and a
little puﬀy in a couple of places, not one person would have guessed she had
a cosmetic procedure, or what her half/half face looked like three days before).

“barbara TOlD me ThaT ONe OF her FrieNDS Saw her
aND TOlD her She lOOkS 20-YearS YOuNger. i Feel
gOOD ThaT i’ve helPeD her achieve SOmeThiNg She
haS waNTeD her eNTire liFe… TO be ackNOwleDgeD
aS The beauTiFul wOmaN She iS — iNSiDe aND OuT.
barbara'S reSulTS caN be achieveD bY aNYONe
whO iS williNg TO uNDergO mY TraDemarkeD

quaDraFecTa aPPrOach. buT keeP iN miND ThaT
SOme have SaggiNg iN
Their Neck aND jOwel area; SOme have SaggiNg iN
The eYe area. OTherS have DeeP wriNkleS, brOwN
SPOTS aND keraTOSiS. while SOme ParTS OF ThiS
TreaTmeNT, aND OTher TreaTmeNTS i PerFOrm are
The Same, each PerSON iS DiFFereNT, SO i SiT DOwN
wiTh everY PaTieNT, aND PuT a PlaN TOgeTher TO
everYONe ageS DiFFereNTlY.

aDDreSS all OF TheSe iSSueS FOr a remarkable
reSulT.

PerSONalizeD aTTeNTiON TO everY
DeTail makeS a huge DiFFereNce.”
— Dr. DaviD rahimi

ST: Did you have your own ideas about what you wanted, or did you rely
on Dr. rahimi to advise you on what you needed to do?
bk: i knew i wanted to get rid of plenty of wrinkles,, and all the sun damage
that happened over the years. Because i still work, i didn’t want to go through
any kind plastic or cosmetic surgery that required cutting or stitches, or needed
a lot of down time. When dr. rahimi said he would like to do one half of my
face with laser, peels and fillers, and that it would take 20-years oﬀ my face —
to me there wasn’t much to think about.
ST: barbara's results are remarkable? if i hadn’t have seen it with my own
eyes i wouldn’t have believed such a transformation could take place in a
matter of weeks. what criteria do you use to pair a patient with a treatment?
can the same formula you applied to barbara be used on another patient?
Dr: ank you. in Barbara's case, i chose to do her treatment on two separate
occasions, because i wanted to document this specific living-face-art-project. But
in most cases, i do all the procedures in one sitting. e entire treatment takes
about one and a half to two hours to complete. i use light oral sedation with a little valium and sometimes a shot of demerol for pain control and light sedation.
Procedures are performed in my operating room, and i monitor my patient's
heart rate, blood pressure and oxygenation, but they are awake and i'm actually
talking with them while doing the procedure. often, i have them move to a sitting position, so i can see how things look because as we know… things look
diﬀerent when we lie down compared to when we sit up. When i set up a consultation with a patient, i often ask him/her to bring me a photo(s) of themselves from 10-15 years ago. i think of what i do as reconstructive surgery.
Patients want to look the way they did 10-15 years ago, they don’t want to look
like a diﬀerent person. i spend a lot of time communicating with my patient to
make sure we are on the same page. laser and non-invasive face and body surgery is not perfect. i make certain that my patients have realistic expectations,
and understand the downtime and the recovery time that could be involved.
ST: Non-invasive cosmetic procedures/treatments have taken a giant leap
in the last few years. what do you feel is behind this anti-aging method?
Dr: Patients now have options. e last statistic i read showed only about 1%
of women in the u.s. actually get a “cutting” facelift. nevertheless, when you ask
women how they feel about looking older, the majority want to look younger,
have a tighter face and a perfect complexion — regardless of their age. advancements in non-invasive laser and cosmetic surgery have opened options for those
who don’t want “cutting” surgery, but want something to counter the aging process. laser and non-cutting/non-invasive procedures can improve every face.
continued page 40
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4 weeks Post completed Treatment
ST: when we think of face rejuvenation what comes
to mind is swelling, downtime and being miserable.
what was your experience like?
bk: i had no previous cosmetic surgery on my face, so
i had no expectations, but thought it would hurt more
than it did. dr. rahimi prepared me by saying the first
week my face could be red or very pink. i had no pain
during the treatment because numbing cream was used
and lasted many hours after the treatment. after it wore
oﬀ, it was a little uncomfortable, not pain, discomfort.
i expected redness and puﬃness the day of the treatment, but none showed up until the following day,
and lasted two days like a heavy sunburn and began to
peel. dr. rahimi told me to wash my face four times a
day with a gentle soap he gave me, and apply aquaphor
all day and through the night. He said it was critical
to keep my face moist. i was amazed at how quickly i
healed. i went with you four days after the procedure
for my birthday at la scala. nobody stared at me.
Women i know who have laser hide in their home for
weeks. i was surprised. after a week, i went back to
his oﬃce, he took photos and the next week did the
second half of my face. it’s been a month since the
experience began, and i look and feel wonderful!

you gave her back 20-years of her youth. care to
talk about the process you did on her?
Dr: When you see Barbara's before pictures you notice
she had much sun damage causing collagen to lose its
elasticity. in addition to brown spots, fine lines and
deep wrinkles, she had irregular pigmentation and
drooping of the skin partially caused by sun damage,
and partially by the fact she is 67-years old. lines
around her mouth were mainly attributed to drinking out of straws and as we age, the bone around the
teeth resorbs, and makes everything sag. Barbara
was the ideal person for my living-face-art project.
she had every level of aging of the skin including lost
tissue in her temple and cheek area and sagging in her
neck. i started the procedure by lifting her face, neck
and eyes with ultherapy ultrasound machine, and
radiofrequency machine called venus viva. is was
followed by an aggressive fractional mixto Co2 laser
resurfacing. i finished by replacing lost volume in her
temple, cheeks and jowl line with the fillers voluma
and Juvederm. filling the temple area not only filled
in hollowness, but helped raise her eyebrows. the
lines around her eyes were treated with Botox to help
soften her expression. i used Botox around her mouth
to eliminate deep lines. as you can see in the photo
ST: i've followed this facial rebirth on barbara and, where she is half healed, the Botox worked a little
seen her at every stage. it's remarkable that withtoo well, and caused the lip to droop on the left side.
out surgery and in a matter of a couple of weeks
But this was temporary and two weeks later, the
over-correction of
mixto cO2 laser
Botox went back to
normal. Putting
Botox around the
mouth is a delicate
procedure, that
requires intense
detailing by the
surgeon because
every patient is
different, and so
requires different
before
before
before quantity of product
to achieve desired
results. it doesn't
matter if you are
40, 50, 60, or in
your 80s, anyone
can benefit from
this procedure.
some people have
medical conditions
that preclude them
from “cutting”
surgery, or people
after
after
after
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6 weeks Post completed Treatment

“cuTTiNg SurgerY

PrOceDureS

Such aS eYeliD SurgerY caN

5-10 YearS. TheN graviTY
TakeS iT'S TOll aND SaggiNg
STarTS agaiN . The DiSaDvaNTage
OF cuTTiNg SurgerY iS cOST,
DOwNTime, aND higher riSk OF
iNFecTiON, bleeDiNg aND Damage
laST

TO The uNDerlYiNg STrucTureS
Such aS The NerveS.

NONSurgical

mODaliTieS, iF PerFOrm cOrrecTlY,
are geNerallY SaFer, aND caN
2-5 YearS — SOmeTimeS lONger.
TheY caN be rePeaTeD aND cOST
iS uSuallY a lOT leSS, aND The
recOverY Time iS much ShOrTer.”
— Dr. DaviD rahimi

laST

who have had prior surgery, but need a little touchup and are not interested in “cutting” surgery or
long recovery — this is for them. this is a terrific
time in the cosmetic/anti-aging industry because the
technology is better than ever,. results are more
consistent, last longer, and they are less expensive.
ST: i noticed — as did many who’ve seen barbara
and her photos, that you didn’t go overboard with
fillers. her lips look natural as do her cheeks.
although her face is plumped up, she still has
expression — which a lot of people filled to the
max don’t have. how do you judge how much
filler someone needs to gain the results you and
they want? and, do you inject filler with a patient
sitting up or lying down?
Dr: i inject filler in a sitting position. everyone looks
much better when they're lying down, so we need to
let gravity pull the skin down to get the full picture,
and exact idea where the fillers and Botox needs to
be applied. diﬀerent fillers have their own properties.
e more delicate and thinner fillers are for fine lines
and superficial scars thicker fillers such as voluma
last longer, up to three years. my philosophy is “less”
is “more” — and i often tell patients to wait a week
or two after they have filler to let things settle. if
they need more, we can do more. it’s better to do
more, than try to remove what’s been done.

ST: This is a mind-blowing
experience you volunteered for.
i don’t know many women in
l.a. brave ernough to do a
half/half face treatment.
bk: i knew about laser and peels,
but wasn’t sure what the process
would do. i focused on going in
“looking old” and coming out
looking fresh, younger and feeling
better about myself. everyone i
know can’t believe how much of
an improvement i got from the
treatment. two of my friends
already went to see dr. rahimi
for a consultation. my advice to
those interested in the procedure is to visit dr. rahimi for a
consultation. listen to what he
recommends. you can trust him
because he wants the results as
perfect as is possible. He is very
conservative in his outlook and doesn’t over-do
treatments like we see in many faces around town.
even from the first day, the only concern i had was
doing half my face one time and the other half another time. i never doubted his ability to get the job
done. He has been my doctor for years, and i trust
his instinct for not doing too much of anything on
my face. i didn’t tell many of my friends or family
i was doing this because i wanted to look better for
myself. if others noticed... great. dr. rahimi asked me
to send him selfie-photos daily by text so he could
see how i was improving, and to ask questions i had.
not only is he a perfectionist, but during the process,
he gave positive feedback, assuring me every day
that i was looking better and better.
ST: let's talk about permanent vs non-permanent
filler. There are women walking around with less
than ideal results who wish they hadn't gotten
permanent filler in their faces. in barbara's case,
what criteria did you use to choose which filler to
use? which permanent fillers do you use, and for
which areas? which non-permanent fillers do you
use, and for which areas?

definite art to administrating
ultherapy. e provider must
have a good sense of anatomy,
patient's skin, color, texture, and
any illness involved. i give patients
a light oral sedation to make
them extremely comfortable.
ultherapy is a wonderful tool. i use
it in combination with other
non-surgical lifts such as a venus
viva and thermacool CPt.

Dr. David rahimi with the Forever Young Staﬀ
Dr: i stay away from things such as silicone and
Bioalcamid, as these permanent fillers can sometimes
migrate, cause sickness, or bumps underneath the
skin called granulomas. our faces are continually
changing, and if you inject a permanent filler today,
it may not look good 5, 10 or 15 years from now. i
strongly discourage patients from using these types
of permanent fillers. i use a combination of fillers
such as restylane and Juvéderm, Perlane, voluma
and radiesse. What i ultimately use, depends on how
long the patient expects the results to last, what kind
of skin texture and thickness they have, and where
the filler needs to go. recently, a new filler was fda
approved in the u.s. called Bellafill. it’s a permanent
filler designed for deep acne scars, and not free of
risk, but i do use it in patients with severe acne scarring who do not want to have their own fat injected.
ST: ultherapy is turning into a miracle treatment in the war on lifting and tightening skin.
what can one expect during/after a treatment
(pain, downtime, redness), how long does it last?
Dr: ultherapy can last 2-3 years, and is incredible.
nothing is perfect, and i tell patients it takes 4-6
months to see final results, and multiple treatments may be needed. What i see often in my
practice is someone comes in and says they’ve
already tried ultherapy with little or no results.
once we talk about details, i often find they
had the treatment done by an inexperienced
provider, and the energy level of the machine
was dialed down after they complained of pain. i
tell patients that aspirin is a correct treatment for a
headache, but if you take one fourth of an aspirin
your headache isn’t going to go away. there is a

ST: Post treatment requirements?
bk: dr. rahimi told me not to
use makeup because it can affect
healing and cause bacterial infections and i had to stay out of the
sun. i still use aquaphor around
my eyes because he had to go a
little deeper with laser to get rid
of extensive sun damage i had.
i’m back to my normal skin care,
and wear makeup. i used to wear heavy bangs to
hide deep wrinkles in my forehead, but since my treatment, i don't have a line in sight. now i wear light
bangs because i think they’re sexy. i never thought
at 67-years old, i’d be happy with the way i look.
is is the first time in my life i’ve felt this secure
about my appearance. i love it.
ST: You have one of the most long-standing cosmetic medical practices in los angeles. what is the
key to ongoing success in the anti-aging industry?
Dr: i love what i do, and am passionate about my
work. every surgery patient gets my personal cell
number, and i'm available 24/7. i remind myself that
“less” is “more” and patients should look like their
“best self ” not someone else. as patients can attest,
sometimes i try to talk them out of cutting surgery,
and oﬀer a less invasive, more conservative approach
first. another key component to being in the business
for many years: i’ve kept my head in a cool place,
remembering that my first obligation is to patients. in
an operating room there is no room for ego, only
precise, dedicated and detailed work. i've been in the
same oﬃce for the past 17-years. i tell patients that i
don't have marble floors and a golden fountain in the
middle of my reception area, but i do have the most
current and cutting-edge technology available to
anyone, anywhere. and most important, i personally perform all the procedures, and between myself
and my staff, we give the best care possible.
forever young, inc.
6333 Wilshire Boulevard suite 409
los angeles, Ca 90048
323.653.7700 www.foreveryoung.net
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in addition to a busy medical practice, david, his lovely wife neda and their children madelyn (10),
lauryn (8) and aaron (6) are loving l.a. life. e couple teach their children the importance of “giving back” by
helping others, and they are extremely involved in their kids school (especially neda who works tirelessly
with student/school activities) and, the entire family participates in community events. “i'm very proud of
our kids. ey are excellent students at school, and we are active at our local synagogue. as a family, we support the community by donating to organizations such as sova and PatH which assist the less fortunate who
need food, clothes, etc... it’s very important to us that our children grow up with a good value system and
understand Judeo-Christian values,” says neda. on the importance of parents involvement in their children’s
education she states, “i see it firsthand at our children's school where educators and parents supplement an
array of opportunities where children get exposed to many facets of education in an enjoyable manner. my
kids can’t wait to go to school everyday, and their summer is packed with computer, art, science, drama, field
trips, technology... los angeles oﬀers exciting things for kids to enjoy and learn. But, it takes a lot of support
from teachers, school districts, and parents to make it happen. learning from books is just one part of education; experiencing the art of science, math, etc. with diﬀerent tools and mediums, enhances a child’s education
and creates a stronger foundation for an educational future. Parent and teacher teamwork is the key.”
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